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Historical Linguistics

 Study of language change
 Identify genetic relationships between languages
 Identify corresponding language features like 

recurrent sound correspondences

 Cognate identification finds words which 
correspond to the same ancestor word

 Phylogenetic Inference uses this information 
to identify genetic relationships



  

So how do languages change?

 Two primary modes
 Phonological shifts 

 Simplification of consonant clusters is a universal 
property in languages

 Regular in nature, same sound in same context will 
always change

 Semantic Shift
 Words change their meaning over time and fall out 

of use



  

Cognate Identification

 Cognates
 Strict

 Words in a language pair that have descended from the 
same word in a parent language

 Does not include loan words (borrowings)

 Orthographic
 Words with similar spellings/phonetic transcriptions



  

Two Approaches to Cognate 
Identification
 Orthographic methods

 Cognates are determined by string and pattern matching

 Phonetic methods
 Cognates are determined by

 Matching phonetic patterns
 Finding sound correspondences

 Distinguishing factor:  phonological information



  

Orthographic Measures

 Simple string matching
 Simard et al. (1993) compared first four characters 

to measure cognateness

 Longest Common Subsequence Ratio

 Dice’s coefficient



  

Similarity Measures

 Tiedemann (1999)
 Three weighted string similarity measures

1. Single corresponding vowels and consonants

2. Sequences of vowels and consonants

3. Non-matching parts of strings that are otherwise the 
same

• Used to find systematic differences
• Example:  c:ska   asymmetric : asymmetriska



  

Orthographic Approaches

 Advantages
 Methods may be applied to standard text

 Does not require phonetic transcription

 Most algorithms are relatively simple
 LCSR
 Dice’s coefficient



  

Orthographic Approaches

 Disadvantages
 False positives

 faux amis – homograms (or homophones if phonetic) but 
different meanings or origins
 English:  billion   German:  Billion (= trillion)

 Different Orthographies
 e.g. Cyrillic versus Latin alphabets



  

Phonetic Approaches

 Uses phonetic transcriptions of words

 Usually manual transcriptions

 Can be automatic when available



  

Phonetic Similarity

 Phonetic similarity measures
 Attempt to quantify closeness of sounds

 Not straightforward
 Edit distance misses important information

 /d/ would be the same distance from /a/ as from /t/



  

Inexact String Matching

 Covington (1996)
 Inexact string matching of phonetic transcriptions

 Operations:  skip and match
 Cost assigned to each

 Minimizing cost maximizes phonetic similarity score 
of characters in the word-pair



  

Phonological Features

 Kondrak (2000)
 ALINE system

 Phonetic similarity determined by multi-valued 
phonological features

 ad hoc salience weights applied to features

 Not empirical:  uses insights from linguistics



  

Phonological Features

Example phonological features used by Kondrak (2000).



  

Adding Semantic Knowledge

 Kondrak (2001)
 Uses ALINE system to generate phonetic similarity

 Adds measure of semantic similarity from WordNet

 Outperformed orthographic measures on precision



  

Learning Approaches

 Learning approaches are popular in the 
recent literature
 Dynamic Bayesian Networks

 Filali and Bilmes (2005)

 Pair HMMs
 MacKay and Kondrak (2005)

 Support Vector Machines
 Mulloni (2007)

 Semi-supervised learning of partial cognates
 Frunza and Inkpen (2006)



  

Dynamic Bayesian Networks

 Filali and Bilmes (2005)
 Type of Graphical Model

 HMMs being the simplest form
 Means of representing factored probability 

distribution as a graph



  

Dynamic Bayesian Networks

 Builds a stochastic model of edit distance
 Each node has a probability function 

 maps parent values to the possible values the node can 
take

 Empirical – model learned from phonetically 
transcribed data

 Produces a model of phonetic similarity



  

Method Comparison

 Kondrak and Sherif (2006)
 Evaluation of many methods for computing 

phonetic similarity applied to cognate 
identification 
 Dynamic Bayesian Networks
 Pair HMMs
 ALINE
 Levenshtein distance with learned weights
 Edit distance with uniform costs
 others



  

Method Comparison

Precision averaged across 11 test sets using Comparative Indo-European Data 
Corpus. (Kondrak and Sherif, 2006)



  

Phonetic Approaches

 Advantages
 Linguistic knowledge taken into account
 Phonetic information closer to “ground truth” of 

spoken language
 Disadvantages

 Phonetic transcriptions required
 Manual  time-consuming
 Automatic  noisy

 Algorithms tend to be significantly more 
complicated



  

Cognate Identification: 
Conclusions
 Phonetic currently outperforming 

orthographic
 Learning currently outperforming rule-based
 Other information sources (e.g. semantic) not 

yet being exploited in learning approaches



  

Cognate Identification: Future 
Work

 Better approaches for learning from practical 
orthographies



  

Reconstructing the evolutionary 
History

 Once the cognates are identified and regular sound 
changes discovered, 

it’s time for 
building the tree !



  

We all grew on trees

 Trees represent 
divergent evolution

 One mother 
language splits into n 
number of daughter 
languages

 Dialect or a different 
language?

Image credit:  http://www.public.iastate.edu/~cfford/Indoeuropean%20language%20family%20tree.jpg



  

Phylogenetic Trees

 How many rivers do 
we have in 
Pittsburgh?
 2 or 3 ?

 Assumption in the 
tree: Languages 
develop 
independently after 
diverging

Image credit:  http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v426/n6965/images/nature02029-f1.2.jpg



  

Character(istics) of Languages

 These are features describing the languages 
 A character assigns a whole number to every 

language depending on some characteristics 
of the language like lexical or phonological

 A language can be represented as a vector of 
character states



  

Lexical Characters

 Languages that have cognate words for the 
same concept are assigned the same state

 If there would be no semantic shift, all the 
languages would have same state.

languages  English German French Italian Spanish Russian
words hand Hand main mano mano ruk´a
states 1 1 2 2 2 3

Data taken from Ringe et al. (2002)



  

Phonological Characters

 Encodes if a particular sound change 
happened in a language or not

 Here the change of initial p to f seems to have 
happened in English and Gothic only

Sanskrit Greek Latin English Gothic

pita pater pater father fadar

padam poda pedem foot fotu

0 0 0 1 1



  

Methods for Phylogenetic 
Reconstruction
 Given a language set, how do we reconstruct 

the tree?
 Distance Based methods

 Measure some sort of distance between languages 
and cluster based on that

 Character based method
 Take into account the individual state changes



  

Distance Based Methods

 UPGMA
 Cluster languages based on the percentage of 

shared cognates
 Neighbour-Joining*

 Start with star like topology and greedily merge the 
two nodes that reduce the tree length most at each 
step

* First introduced by Saitou and Nei (1987)



  

Character Based Methods

 Work better than distance based methods in 
general.

 Maximum Parsimony
 Principle of Minimum Evolution
 Find the tree on which minimum number of state 

changes take place
 Doesn’t have a explicit model of character 

evolution



  

Models of Evolution

 Describe how characters evolve along the 
branches of trees

 Ideally every character can evolve at a 
different rate along every branch.

 We can make additional assumptions like a 
character evolves at the same rate across all 
the branches



  

Maximum Likelihood*

 Parametric method
 Search for the tree typology that maximizes 

the likelihood of observed character states
 It Is not widely used because it is slow
 With language data, Bayesian techniques 

have been used

* See J. Felsenstein (1981)



  

Homoplasy and Borrowing

 The independence assumption made on the 
tree can be broken by language contact

 Also Parallel evolution and back mutation are 
two confounding effects that need to be 
modelled

 Compatible character
 A character that evolves on the tree without 

homoplasy



  

Accounting for Homoplasy

 Maximum Compatibility (Ringe et al. 2002)
 Some researchers have argued that it is easy to 

identify and eliminate homoplastic characters for 
language data

 Try to find the tree that has maximum characters 
compatible on it

 We can explicitly account for homoplasy and 
borrowing in our models
 Trees -> networks (borrowing)
 Models of evolution allow homoplasy



  

Comparison of Methods

 Studies have been done comparing the 
methods on
 On real data (Indo-European languages Nakhleh et 

al. 2005)
 On synthetic data (Barbancon et al. 2007)

 In general, distance based methods perform 
worse than character based methods.

 There is no clear winner among character 
based methods for language data.



  

Directions being explored

 Dating of internal nodes (Atkinson et al. 
2005)

 Reconstructing trees for languages that 
diverged long ago (which is around 10k 
years) (Dunn et al. 2005, Ryder 2006)

 Try to take the linguist out of the loop 
(Bouchard et al. 2007)



  

Future Work

 More realistic and informed models of 
evolution

 Working with raw language data is desirable



  

Conclusion

 It is an area that has recently opened up to 
computational techniques

 Field is still in a exploratory mode, there are 
no proven state of the art methods yet



  

Questions?

Email us your comments:

jmadams@cs.cmu.edu

abhayaa@cs.cmu.edu
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Dating the nodes

 Glottochronology
 Assume lexical clock
 A language looses ~20% of its vocabulary in 1000 

years
 BI

 Some model of evolutions allow for the estimation 
of dates on internal nodes

 Need to calibrate nodes by taking clue from 
historical evidence

 Argument against dating



  

Looking deeper into the past

 With lexical and phonological characters, we 
can detect relationships to a time depth of 
~10k years

 Grammatical characters
 Have been shown to contain phylogenetic signal 

even when all lexical clues are lost
 Rates of lexical evolution correlate negatively 

with frequency of use
 This suggests that there are words whose half life 

is much larger than 10k years



  

Can we avoid the linguist?

 No since the aim is to provide them tools to 
analyse language history

 But we can try to lower the entry barrier if we 
can automate the comparative method

 Putting together cognate identification and 
phylogenetic inference, we can make the 
whole thing faster and allow the linguist to 
focus on finer details


